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A historic property in Old West Austin 
features a 107-year-old main house 

that has been updated and a brand new 
guesthouse that is a perfect complement

By Carla Avolio
Photography by Andrea Calo
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Built in 1908, the single-story structure was like a time capsule that, 
miraculously, had not fallen victim to the wrecking ball of changing 
fashions. Stepping inside, he discovered paneled doors, transom 
windows and elegant wainscoting all in original, unpainted condi-
tion. And hidden beneath the roof line, was a gorgeous sun-filled attic 
bedroom lined with pine shiplap in good condition. “You rarely find 
homes that are this well preserved,” says the architect. “Almost all 
have been painted over or Sheetrocked at some point in their lifetime.”

But as with any old home, its functionality had faded over the years, 
and it was in need of remodeling to bring it in line with today’s needs. 
It was here that Cuppett entered the story. Celebrated for his subtly 
modern interpretations of classic houses, the principal of Tim Cup-
pett Architects led a couple of sensitive renovations—spanning seven 
years and multiple owners—which honor the home’s heritage while 
infusing it with contemporary freshness. 

Take, for instance, one of his earliest modifications. Exploiting 
the 1,500-square-foot home’s shotgun layout, he cleared away walls 
to create a continuous living-kitchen-dining volume, which he then 
bookended with mirror-image bay windows to flood it with light. 
And when updating the kitchen—now a broodingly handsome 
space featuring black granite countertops and dark cabinetry—he 
seamlessly blended old with new. “My goal with that was just to 
match the color of the interior woodwork, which was so beautifully 
untouched,” he says.

But in 2012, the home was put up for sale, and it looked as if Cuppett’s 
stewardship had come to an end. Except that the house happened to 
catch the attention of a design-minded couple. With their three chil-
dren grown and out of the house, the husband and wife wanted to give 
up the daily commute to and from Davenport Ranch and downsize to 
somewhere pedestrian-friendly and close to town. Old West Austin, 
with its mix of narrow streets, quiet alleys and historically significant 
properties, was just the ticket, while the single-story, two-bedroom 
dwelling fulfilled their needs—and more. 

“We loved the look of the home,” says the wife, “but when we found 
out that Tim had led the remodeling, it was a big bonus.” The wife, it 
turns out, had been a longtime admirer of Cuppett, having seen his 

When Tim Cuppett first 
set eyes on a home in the 

historic district of Old 
West Austin in 2008, he 

knew he was witnessing 
something special. 

The living room of the 
main house features 

sofas with natural and 
durable materials that 

were intentionally 
selected by Page 
to withstand the 

homeowners’ dogs.
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work on the AIA Austin Homes Tour. (This house will be his seventh 
project featured on the tour, which is set for Oct. 24-25.) “I just loved 
his style, from the historical homes that he put a modern touch on to 
the more contemporary designs,” she says.

So when the couple was ready to put their stamp on the house, 
they naturally called Cuppett to help. The plan was to maintain the 
historical character but to make better use of space. In particular, 
the home’s sleeping quarters—one bedroom plus a habitable attic—
didn’t quite leave enough space for occasional drop-ins from family 
and friends, so Cuppett was tasked with increasing the number of 
bedrooms. To preserve the integrity of the main house, he designed 
a guesthouse situated in the garden, replacing an old carport that 
backed onto the alley.

This separation gave Cuppett freedom to introduce a new vocabu-
lary into the mix. He devised a modern form for the guesthouse so 
beautifully simple that it has the effect of heightening, rather than 
diminishing, the original house. But by cladding it in vertical board and 
batten siding, accented with cedar doors, he has ensured the build-
ing evokes a rusticism from days gone by. As a result, the guesthouse 

appears to be a barn or carriage house nestled in the landscaped 
grounds. “We definitely did not want a Disneyland replica of the original 
house,” Cuppett recalls. “That historic structure is representative of a 
particular place in time. While we want the new to complement the old, 
we should also be building something current to this time and place.”

Inside the guesthouse, Cuppett put every inch to good use. The 
downstairs incudes a double garage, inside-outside entertaining space 
and storage room. The second floor boasts a kitchenette, bedroom and 
bathroom, as well as windows strategically located to ensure no sight 
lines exist between the two dwellings’ interiors. Unbeknownst to the 
casual observer, though, the new structure hides a delightful secret: 
a rooftop platform commanding a sweeping 360-degree panorama of 
the surrounding hills. Here, Cuppett’s architectural sleight of hand 
comes courtesy of a tower, screened in cedar boards, that masks a 
staircase leading to the roof deck. “Pitched roofs don’t marry well 
with viewing decks because it can look like a platform has just been 
awkwardly plonked on top,” Cuppett says regarding the challenge 
presented by the guesthouse. “So we used the staircase as a way of 
making the deck feel integrated with the structure.”

Features of the original house were well 
preserved, including the honey-hued 
shiplap walls. For the guesthouse (right), 
Cuppett used a staircase to blend a roof 
deck with the rest of the structure.
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“You rarely find 
homes that are this 

well preserved,” says 
Cuppett. “Almost all 

have been painted over 
or Sheetrocked at some 

point in their lifetime.”

A sprinkling of 
antiques, such as an 

oval mahogany table 
and French chairs in 

the dining room, echoes 
the older elements of 

the home.
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To design the interiors, the couple called upon Suzie Page, whom the 
wife had met through the designer’s retail store, Page Home Design, 
now located on Lake Austin Boulevard. Page notes that the pair clicked 
in their aesthetic vision. “The owner knew that this house had to be 
really simple and minimalist to let the architecture do the talking,” 
she says. Another directive that Page appreciated was strict adher-
ence to a tight color palette of blue, gray, oyster and flax. “That was 
her choice, and I think it makes the overall look so much stronger.”

Those colors appear in the cozy library with a cluster of plush chairs 
in sapphire and in the living room via a pair of crisp sandy sofas. In 
the bedrooms, custom-designed headboards by Page float behind 
the beds like dove-gray clouds. Page employed natural and durable 
materials (such as mohair and Belgian linen) for the upholstery so that 
even the owners’ dogs could enjoy the furnishings. Against this sooth-
ingly neutral backdrop, Page then peppered antiques—like an oval 
mahogany table fringed with French chairs in the dining room—that 

echo the older elements of the house. With this highly edited mode of 
decorating, Page has created rooms that feel inviting but not fussy. 
“The key was keeping it from looking like a granny house,” she remarks. 

Cuppett, who is also an interior designer, was in sync with this 
less-is-more approach. In the upstairs attic bedroom, which he 
converted into a comfortable suite with closets and full bathroom, 
Cuppett has kept the honey-hued shiplap walls just as they were 
when he first set eyes on them, “People ask if we should paint the 
room, and I say, ‘No, no, no,’” he says with a laugh. “Some things are 
just right as they are.”

The attic provides an apt analogy for Cuppett’s restraint in blending 
old and new, which has ultimately resulted in a fresh yet comfortingly 
familiar home. The philosophy seems to be working its magic on the 
owners, who have chosen the attic as their master suite. “Most people 
tend to move their bedrooms downstairs as they get older,” says the 
wife. “But we have done the opposite and moved up.” 

A cluster of plush 
chairs in deep teal in 
the library (opposite) 
help execute the 
homeowners’ desire 
for a color palette of 
blue, gray and flax, and 
the minimalist design 
allows the architectural 
details to shine.


